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may be able to do a great deal of good. You will hvemore truth than

a greit many ministers have, ever have, in their life. When you

graduate from seminary. And to take tht truth and to present it is

wonderful, and we rejoice in the presentation of truth by everyone

who presents it, and we should, and we should do everything that we

can to hold up the hands of those who are presenting the truth. The

one great function of our ministry is to take the well known truths

and make them known.

But, now, there is another function. And tht is the leadership

of the people of God. And this relates, not so much to the preaching,

now, as to our study. In our study, we must learn to t find how to

get truth out of Scripture. And it B is good for us to teach people

how to get truth out of Scripture, so s that others, also, can do it.

It is vital that we do that, but ta it is not our main consideration.

It is good to do some ± of it in your sermons. And to do a lot of

it in your Bible teaching. But yourmain gxw.atax consideration

in both the sermons and the Bible classes is to get the great rruths of

slavation and of the Christian life, thatthe average person knows little

about, even if he h;s heard them a good many times, to get them to

become reality in his life. To make him to undrstand them to a point

where they are real and living to him. That is the big theing. That is

the vital thing. But Uis other may become very vital in times

of crisis, that you understand the Scritpure correctly, and you gain

more and more truths from your studies of Scrptrue, and when it comes

to your study of the Scripture,and to the teaching that you give to

the few people who are capable of going on to be really capable inter

preters of the less clear aga passages of Scripture, it is very

vital important that you ± give them a clear and true understanding

of what excatly, to how great an extent, we can draw truth from types.

Now the danger, of course, in types is that it becomes very

attractive to a person to find all the types of Christ he can, ax in
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